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I.

Introduction.

By a generalized continuum we mean a locally compact, connected, separable,
metric space.

If a generalized continuum

IS

locally connected and compact, it

is called a continuous curve or sometimes a Peano continuum.

We say that a

space R having a metric d(x, y) is finitely compact if, for each positive number

a and a point p in R, the closure of the set {x/d(p, x)
compact spaces are complete.

< a}

is compact.

Finitely

It is known that each pair of points in a con-

tinuous curve can be joined by an arc.

A metric d (x, y) is called convex if p

and q are points in R, there is a point r in R such that d(p, r) = d(q, r) =d(p, q)/2.
If d (x, y) is a convex metric for a compact (or more generally, complete) space

R, then for each pair of points

p,

q of R there is an arc pq in R from p to q

such that pq is isometric to a straight line interval. (Such arcs are called segments.)
In l 928, K. Menger [4] had proposed the following question :

Whether or

not each continuous curve has a convex metric that preserves its topology?

By

R. H. Bing [l] and E. E. Moise [5] the question was answered in the affirmative.
It this paper, we shall consider the convexification problem for the case
where the space 1s locally compact, not necessarily compact, and prove the
following theorem :
THEOREM.

Each locally connected generalized continuum has a convex metric and each

pair of points can be joined by a segment.

The method of this theorem is a modification of the method used by Bing.
-~~
f_;;.,

2.

Definitions.

For convenience we shall arrange the definitions used in this paper.

Most of

them were introduced in the papers [l] and [2].
Property S.

A set has property S if, for each positive number

c,

the set

IS

3012
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the sum of a finite number of connected subsets each of diameter less than E.
Local property S.

A set M has local property S provided that, for each point

p of M, there is a neighborhood of p which has property SYJ

Chain.

sequence of sets Xi, X 2 ,

=

.

Let X and Y be sets.

By a chain from X to Y is meant a finite

Xn such that X=Xi, Y=Xn and Xi,Xj=l=cp if

.:.,

Xi is called a link of the chain.

1.

X;·Xj=l=cp if and only if

/i-j/ =

I.

/i-j/

A chain is said to be simple provided that

Let Kand K' be chains from X to Y and

from X' to Y' respectively such that X) X', Y) Y'.

If each link of K' is con-

tained in a link of K, K' is said to be in K.
Partitioning.

A partitioning

mof M

is a collection of mutually exclusive con-

nected open subsets of Af whose sum is dense in M and each point p in M has
a neighborhood which is covered by the closure of the sum of a finite subcollection of

m.
The mesh of a partitioning

Mesh of a partitioning.

bound of diameters of the elements in

mis

the least upper

IS

m.

If the elements m a partitioning

Finite partitioning. <2J
ber,

m

mare finite in num-

called finite.

Refinement.

If

mand

Q are two partitionings of a set,

ment of O if each element of

mis

m

IS

called a refine-

:0.

a subset of an element of

An open subset of a space is regular if it is the interior of its

Regular.
closure.

Regular partitioning.

A partitioning

IS

regular if each of its elements

IS

re-

gular.
Border and interior elements.
partitioning Q, the elements of
the boundary of an element of

If the partitioning

m is

a refinement of the

mwhich have a boundary point in common with
m are called border elements. Other elements are

called interior elements.
Core refinement.

refinement of O if

mis

Let

mand

Q be regular partitionings.

We call

a refinement of Q, each border element of

an interior element, and the sum of interior elements of

min

ma

core

mis adjacent to

each element of 0

has a €onnected closure.

3.
LEMMA

I.

Preliminary Lemmas.

If G is an open set, then R - G is regular (cf. [ 3 J, p. 2 7 8).

(I) It is readily seen that if a neighborhood of p has property S, there exists an arbitrarily
small one having property S.
(2) We use finite partitioning here in the sense of the paritioning of Bing.
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Each component .M of a regular subset G of a locally connected space is

regular.

M is open because of locally connectedness of the space.

PROOF.

the interior of M by J(M), then MC J(M)

= G.

Since s(M) is connected, M

=

Furthermore J(M) c s(G)

J(M)

Let ~ be a partiiioning qf R.

LEMMA 3.

MC G.

C

We denote

For each point p in R, an open neighbor-

hood of p is covered by the closure of the sum of the elements of ~ whose closure contains p.

By virtue of the definition of the partitioning, there exists an open

PROOF.

neighborhood V of p and a finite subcollection :0
k

UC U gi.

Let :O'

i=l

= {g' t• g' 2, ... , g' 1}

each of whose closure contains p.

= {g1 , g2, •· •, gk}

of ~ such that

be the subcollection of all elements in '.13
Suppose p is not an interior point of ng' j,
j-l
I~

then there is a sequence { Pm} such that Jim Pm= p and p,,. EE U g' j·

Then there

j-1

exists an infinite subsequence of {pm} in U which is contained in the closure of
an element g of :0 - O', and therefore p E g.

This contradicts the definition of

Let R be a locally connected generalized continuum.

LEMMA 4.

increasing sequence E1

Then there exists rm

C E2 C Ea••• as follows:

(i)

E,, is a connected open subset.

(ii)

En is locally connected, compact, connected.

(iii)

En CK+1

(iv)

£,, - En-1 = Gn (Eo = qJ) has properly S.

(v)

If ~o is the collection of all components of En - En-1, it zs a regular partitioning

(n

=

I, 2, 3, ... ).

of R.

(vi)

R

PROOF.

=

UE,,.
n=l

Since R has local proprety S (cf. f 6], p. 22), there exists a countable

sequence ~={Vi, V2 ,

•··}

covering R whose elements are all conditionally com-

pact, connected and has property S.
of ~ which is not contained in F1.

e

1

Set F1

= Vi

Then F1 and

and let

Vj2

be the first element

can be joi~ed by a chain

Vj2

whose links are the elements of ~. because R is connected.

(which means the sum of links in
a finite subcollection

11 2

e1)

is compact and connected.

of ,B covering er.

Let

~f = A.

be the first element of ~ which is not contained in Fn-I•
and Vjn by a chain en whose links are elements of ~there is a finite subcollection U,, of ~ covering

Ct.

Obviously

e*
1

Hence there exists
In general, let Vjn
We can join Fn-1

Since Ct,, is compact,
Continuing
Let U; = Fn.
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this process infinitely we obtain a sequence Fi, F2, F3, ••• which has the follow·
mg properties :

(iii)'

Fn is a connected open subset.
Fn is locally connected, compact, connected.
F,. CFn+I (n = 1, 2, 3, "·).

(iv)'

R

(i)'
(ii)'

=V

Fn.

n=l

Since Fn and g:(Fn+1) 0> are two disjoint closed subsets in P,,+I, there are two
mutually exclusive, relatively open subsets K and H of Fn+I containing Fu and

g:(Fn+I) respectively such that each of K and H has property S and Fn+I =K + H.
(See [l]).

Let En= s(K).

We note that K may be so chosen that it is connected.

It is readily seen that E,.'s satisfy the conditions (i), (ii), (iii) and (vi).

To

prove that En - En-I has property S, it is sufficient to show that En - En-I has
property S and En -Ji,,-:~ =En - En-1•

En-En-I•

Suppose on the contrary that E,, -

£,,_ 1 ='\=

Then there exists a point p of E,,-En-1 not belonging to En-En-I•

Let U be an open neighborhood of p such that UnE,, -.£,,_ 1 =<p.

CEn-:-En-1 and E,,)E,,_1, UnE,,=<p or UCEn-1•

Since En -

E,,~1

If UnE,,=cp, contrary to pEE,,.

If U(E,,-1 [because of regularity of En-1], then pEEn-1' contrary to pff:En-1•
It remains to show that E,, - En-I has property S.
property S, E,, does so.

Since

Furthermore, since En -E,,_,

K.) En) K

and K has

= (E,, - F,,) + (F,. - E,,_ 1 ) =

(En - F,,) + H', where H' 1s obtained by division of F,, as above, it follows that
E,, - En-I has property

s.

Now, by Lemma l, E,, -E,,_ 1 is regular and· therefore each component of

En - En-I is regular on the basis of Lemma 2.

Since E,, -En-I has property S,

the components of En -En-l is finite in number.

Thus

mo

is a regular partition-

ing of R.

4. Proof of Theorem.
In this section ,ve shall use the same notations as m the previous section.
By Lemma· 4, R has a sequence l,lso,

\,ls; 1S a core refinement of

mi-I,

':l51, 1,132, ...

of partitionings such that (I)

(2) the mesh of \,ls; .is less than

I /2 1, (3) the

diameter of any element of l,13 1 in Gn is less than one third the minimum of the
distance of any two non-adjacent elements of l,13 1 _ 1 in G,, and the distance between

En-1 and the closure of the sum of the elements in $ 1 whose boundary has no
point in common with En-1, and (4) the diameters of elements of 1,13 1 contained
(I)

This means the boundary of

Fn+I•
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m Gn+! are less than d(En+h g(En))/Nn where Nn
mi which is contained in En.
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the number of elements of

IS

Here we note that the subcollection of m; "whose

elements are in E,, is a finte partitioning of En and each element of m; contains
only fini~e elements of mi+i•
The element of mi are assigned a SIZ.e of 1. Each border element of ~i+l is
assigned a size equal to one-half the size of the element of

mi

containing it.

Each interior element of m;+1 which is co.ntained in G" is given a size equal to
l/(2i+1+n · N;+i.n) where N;+i,n is the number of elements of \,l3;+1 in Gn.
Suppose C is a chain each of whose links is the closure of an element of
l,ls;.

The sum of the sizes of the elements of l,ls; in C is called the i-th length
There is a chain C from p to q whose length gives the minimum of the

of C.

i-th length of the chains from p to q.
by d, (p, q).

The length of such a chain C is denoted

If p and q are in En, then C is contained in En+I•

a chain from p to q in En whose length is less than N,. + I.

For there exists

However, the length

of each chain from p to q one of whose links is contained in E,,+ 1 -E,,+i (l> I) is
greater than N,. + l (by ( 4)).
It may be noted that if di (p, q) 1s the i-th length of C, then C 1s a simple
chain.
Suppose p+q is contained in En and ·let C be a chain from p to q which
has the length d; (p, q) and C', a chain in C such that C' has an (i + !)th length
but does not contain three border elements of l,ls;+i in the same element of l,ls,.
Then the (i+ l)th length of C' is not greater than di(p, q) + 1/2;+ 2 + l/2•+ 3 + ···

+ I /2'+"+ 2 • Therefore d;+ 1 (p, q) <d; (p, q) + 1/2'+ 2 + J/2•+ 3 +···+I /2i+n+ 2 (by (3)).
Hence limd;(p, q) =d(p, q) exists.
Obviously d(p, q)> 0 and d(p, q)=O if p=q.

= d; (q, p).
d;( p, q) + d; (q,

Also d(p, q) = d(q, p) because

d; (p, q)

That d (x, y) satisfies the triangle condition follows from the

fact

r)

> d;(p, r)

where p, q, r are three points.

We now show that d (x, y) preserves the topology of R.

If p is a limit point

of the. subset A of R, then by Lemma 3 there is a point q of A such that p + q
is contained in the closure of the same element of
Since d (p, q)

< d; (p,

q)

+ 1/2',

\,ls;.

Then d; (p, q)

< 1/2;.

we have d (p, q) < I /2•- 1 and therefore d (p, A)= 0.

We next show that if p is not a

point of the closed set

A, d (p, A)> 0.

Since the mesh of l,ls; is less than 1/i by (2), there exists an integer i such that
any element of l,ls; is adjacent neither to an element of

I.ls,

whose closure contains

l,ls; whose closure intersects A. If p is in }Jn and c is
the least of the sizes of the clements of l,ls; in En+i, we assert that d (p, A) 2_E.

p nor to an element of
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To prove this, it will be noted that if C is a chain from p to a point a belonging
to A ·and having an (i +k)th length, C contains

2k

elements g of

such that

mi+k

g is a border element of mi+k and lies in the border elements of l,l3;+r, l-l3i+2, .. ·,
m;+k-I• The size of g is as much as c/2k and the (i +k)th length of C is more
than c. Hence, for each point a of A, d;+k (p, a) >c and d (p, a) "2_8.
Finally, we show that the metric cl (x, y) is convex. Let C = [Xr, X2, •••, X,,.]
be a chain from p to q having i-th length d, (p, q).

k(I :S:.k<rn) and a point

T;

such that

T;

[Xk, Xk+I, •••, X,,.] are chains from p to

Then there exists an integer

E xk and Cp =[Xr, X2, ... , Xk] and Cq =
T;

and from r; to q respectively each of

whose i-th length differs from one half the i-th length of C by less than

1/2'.

Then r; is in En+l if p and q are m En. Since E,,+ 1 is compact, there IS a limit
point

r

of

Ti, T2 , Ta, .. •·

T

IS halfway between p and q.

As d (x, y) Is finitely

compact, there exists a segment for each pair of points.
It will be noticed that we have also proved :

Each locally connected generalized continuum is topologically compleie.

COROLLARY.

In conclusion, the authors are grateful to Prof. K. Morinaga for his kind
advice and suggestion.
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